REMINGTON INTRODUCES THREE NEW CENTERFIRE AMMUNITION LOADINGS

In 1986 Remington will expand the options to shooters from its centerfire ammunition line with a new rifle round and two new handgun rounds. These new offerings include the following:

308 WIN. 165-GRAIN POINTED SOFT POINT "CORE-LOKT"

This new loading adds to a popular, short-action big game cartridge what many experts consider to be the ideal 30 caliber bullet weight for optimum downrange trajectory and energy. It utilizes the same 165-grain pointed soft point "Core-Lokt" bullet that has earned an outstanding reputation for big game hunting in Remington's 30-06 loading.

The chosen design of a centerfire bullet can optimize one of three performance factors: maximum accuracy, high downrange velocity and dependably effective performance on game. Competitive shooters obviously prefer the first factor. Ballistic chart buffs are impressed by the second. Experienced hunters will always go for the third factor, game performance, while still seeking good levels of performance in the first two.
It is on this third performance level that the reputation of Remington's "Core-Lokt" bullet design is based. In accuracy comparisons over the years, "Core-Lokt" bullets have always held their own. In pointed soft point form, they retain velocity exceptionally well at extended ranges. But, in performance on game, Remington's original controlled expansion design has stood the test of time and continues to be the preference of a large number of experienced hunters.

Addition of the 155-grain pointed soft point "Core-Lokt" bullet to the 308 Win. should improve the long range capabilities of this short action cartridge on game up to the size of elk.

**38 SPECIAL (+P) 158-GRAIN SEMI-WADCUTTER**

Addition to the 38 Special of a (+P) loading for the 158-grain semi-Wadcutter raises the velocity and energy levels of this combination to that of existing (+P) lead and lead hollow point loads. As a result, it will enhance the performance of this general purpose bullet style for small game hunting while retaining its usefulness as a target round.

**44 S&W SPECIAL 200-GRAIN SEMI-WADCUTTER**

The recent rebirth of interest among handgunners in this 1907-vintage cartridge has been handicapped by limited factory loadings. Remington's addition of a lighter, 200-grain lead semi-wadcutter bullet now offers a useful second bullet choice. It also improves velocity, energy and trajectory for small to medium game handgun hunting while retaining target shooting usefulness.